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JOIN THE CLUB...
Welcome to the world’s  
No.1 weekly digital 
photography magazine. 
If you’re already a 

reader, thanks for your continued 
support and involvement; if you’re 
new to Photography Week, you’ve 
come to the right place! In addition 
to expert advice, brilliant tips and 
step-by-step tutorials, every issue 
features interactive galleries of the 
best new photos, how-to videos on 

essential shooting and editing 
techniques, and in-depth reviews 
of the latest camera kit. 

But that’s not the whole story. 
Photography Week is more than 
a magazine – it’s a community 
of like-minded people who are 
passionate about photography. 
To get involved, just follow any 
of the links below and share your 
shots and comments – your photo 
might even appear on our cover!

W e l c o m e

We’re more than just a magazine – read on and discover the many  
ways you can interact with and enjoy Photography Week

JOIN THE PHOTOgraPHy WEEk 
COmmUNIT y aNd sTarT sHarINg! 
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w h at ’ s  h o t
The week’s Top headlines in phoTography

sn e w

Hasselblad’s first mirrorless camera rocks 50MP, but 
makes medium-format look absurdly small

New Hasselblad X1d cuts 
medium format down to size

h
asselblad has been making 

waves in the photography 

world recently. Last april it 

introduced a medium format camera 

with an 100MP sensor, and now it’s 

introducing the world’s first mirrorless 

the new camera body – in particular its 

ergonomic grip – takes inspiration from 

the company’s iconic V-series.

It’s also not lacking on the resolution 

front, featuring a 50MP (8,272 x 6,200 

pixels) CMos sensor, which produces 

medium format system. Compared to a 

traditional boxy digital medium format 

camera, the mirrorless hasselblad X1D is 

small – it’s just a little larger than the 

aPs-C format Fuji X-Pro2. although it 

features a new panel-shaped design, 



images with 14 stops of dynamic range 

and 14-bit color. while the camera 

can shoot video with autofocus, it’s 

disappointingly limited to 30fps and Full 

hD h.264 compressed footage – but 

then no one is really buying a medium 

format system to shoot video.

Touch control

the hasselblad X1D can capture 

exposures at shutter speeds of between 

60 minutes to 1/2000 of a second, and 

features an Iso range of 100-25,600.

the X1D sports a 3-inch, 920K dot 

touchscreen LCD. It’s also equipped with 

dual sD cards for storage, plus wi-Fi. 

there’s even a UsB 3.1 type-C port, mini 

hDMI and audio in/out.

at launch, the X1D will work with 

two specially developed XCD-mount 
shooting settings can be adjusted using physical 
buttons and dials, or via the touchscreen

sn e w

The week’s Top headlines in phoTography

lenses, a 45mm f/3.5 and a 90mm f/4.5. 

hasselblad also plans to release more 

XCD lenses and an h-Mount adapter, 

giving it access to 12 additional lenses.

the hasselblad X1D will arrive this 

august, priced at $8,995 or £5,990 

body-only. Meanwhile, the XCD f/3.5 

45mm and f/4.5 90mm lenses are priced 

at $2,295 (about £1,564) and $2,695 

(about £1,837) respectively. hasselblad 

will bundle with X1D with the 45mm lens 

for $11,290 (about £7,695) or both optics 

for $13,985 (about £9,533).

the X1D looks like a very exciting 

camera. It’s great to see a manufacturer 

with hasselblad’s heritage embracing 

modern mirrorless and touch-screen 

technology, but it’s also fantastic that 

medium format cameras are being 

pulled into the modern age.

Images can be composed using the X1d’s lcd 
or the 2.36 million-dot electronic viewfinder
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“to be an artist you have to include your life 
in your work: it has to be autobiographical” 

miles aldridge 
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pro  
Einar 

Gudmann
Einar runs the website 

www.icelandinphotos.is, 
and works full-time as a 
professional landscape 

photographer. He 
works with Iceland’s 
Environment Agency 

and has an encyclopedic 
knowledge of the 

country’s top photo 
locations, making him 

the perfect choice for a 
shoot in Iceland. 
www.gudmann.

photoshelter.com

We head to the snow-clad lava 
fields of Iceland, for a masterclass 

on photographing the country’s 
dramatic landscapes with local 

pro Einar Gudmann

NortherN 
exposure

apprEnticE 
Lucy 

LanGdon
Lucy has long been 

a lover of art and 
photography, but only 

recently got hold of her 
first DSLR, a Nikon D800. 
She’s always had Iceland 

on her bucket list of 
places to visit and hopes 

that, with some expert 
guidance, she will be able 
to capture its most iconic 

locations and scenery.

ut R ef e a
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teChNIQue AssessMeNt
Einar encouraged Lucy to make some changes to her basic shooting setup

Aperture CoNtrol
“Lucy has a Nikon D800 but had never 
taken it out of auto mode!” says einar. 
“It has so much more to offer! One of 
the most important parameters for 

landscape photography is the aperture 
– this manipulates the depth of field, 

and you need to be in complete control 
of it. for landscapes you ideally want 
front-to-back focus, so we set f/11 in 
manual mode as our starting point, to 

ensure adequate depth of field.” 

 stAYINg stAble
“You don’t need a lot of complicated kit 
for landscape photography, but a good 

tripod is on the ‘essentials’ list,” says 
einar. “By handholding her camera Lucy 
ran the risk of having blurry photos from 

camera shake when using longer 
shutter speeds, so I put her D800 on a 

tripod. Not only does this make the 
camera steady, it also frees your hands 
to adjust the camera for compositional 

changes, and to adjust settings.”

optIMuM Iso
“Since Lucy was using auto mode, she 
was also using auto ISO, which can be 

useful in the right circumstances or 
when shooting wildlife/action, but in 

landscape photography we don’t need 
it,” says einar. “By using manual mode, 

we’re telling the camera how to expose 
the shot with aperture and shutter 

speed, and so only need to increase the 
ISO above the minimum ISO100 if the 

scene is especially dark.”



the pro’s KIller KIt 
The essential gear in Einar’s camera bag

14-24mm lens 
“We mostly used a 

Nikon 14-24mm f/2.8 lens 
for our landscape shots 
because it’s so wide,” says 
einar. “for Lucy’s second 
Hot Shot, for example, 
we were able to fit in the 
waterfall and the mountain 
behind with room to spare. 
this lens is also very fast, 
which I knew would come 
in handy at the end of the 
day when the light was 
falling, for a little surprise 
shoot I had planned.”

Lee Little  
Stopper

“for Lucy’s third Hot 
Shot, she needed to set a 
shutter speed of around 
two seconds to be able to 
capture the long, silky trails 
of the water as it swirled 
around the rocks,” says einar. 
“even when she set ISO100 
and her lens’s smallest 
aperture, at two seconds 
the image was still very 
overexposed. to get round 
this, I lent her my Lee Little 
Stopper – this reduces the 
amount of light reaching the 
sensor by six stops, which 
enabled Lucy to set a much 
slower shutter speed.”

1

2

ut R ef e a
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northErn niGhtS 
“at night you don’t need a Little Stopper 
in order to capture long exposures,” says 
einar. “In fact, you need to let in as much 
light as possible to keep your exposure 
times down. for Lucy’s Shot of the Day 
I suggested that she increase her ISO to 
1250, opening the lens up to f/5 to let 
more light in (sacrificing the depth 
of field a little) and opening the shutter 
for six seconds at a time. Any longer 
than 10 seconds and the Northern Lights 
would lose their definition as they 
constantly dance across the sky, never 
staying put in one place.”



Lucy SayS… 
When we first arrived at Kirkjufell [above] I looked at 

the mountain and took a snap. But when I reviewed the 
image, I instantly saw that I hadn’t managed to capture 

the magnificence of the mountain. einar explained 
that I needed to think more about my composition: my 

first frame included signs, fences, even tourists. He 
suggested exploring the options first, and by moving 

down to the black beach we were able to exclude all the 
distractions that were in my first photo.

einar urged Lucy to 
get down as low as 

possible for this shot, 
and by splaying the legs 

of his Gitzo tripod he 
demonstrated that she 

could get her camera very 
close to the ground. there 

was a small amount of 
water on the black sand 
where the sea had just 

gone out, which acted like 
a natural mirror, reflecting 

the mountain beyond. 
Shooting from a higher 

angle would have omitted 
this reflection, and the 

image wouldn’t have had 
the same impact.

hot shot
#1

the  
dowN-low
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hot 
shot
#2

Lucy SayS… 
When you come across 
a beautiful scene it’s all 
too easy to forget the 

first rule of photography: 
composition is everything. 
I saw this frozen waterfall 
in front of the mountain 

and took a couple of 
frames from atop a 

snowy hill, but they just 
didn’t have the impact 
I wanted. the waterfall 
was very close to me, 

and I could see the icicles 
hanging above the frozen 
lake, but in my photos it 
just seemed to meld in 
with the ice and snow in 
the whole scene. einar 

suggested I highlight the 
icicles by getting close to 
them. there was a small 
gap in a cave beside the 

waterfall, and he took me 
in. With a wide-angle lens 
we framed the icicles next 

to the mountain peak, 
and included some of the 
cave wall to convey the 
intimacy this small cave 

added to the scene.



Lucy SayS… 
the shores of Iceland are not forgiving. einar took me to 

Skarðsvik to capture our third Hot Shot, but before we got down to 
the shoreline he warned me about the dangers of the sea – every 
so often, he explained, a giant wave comes in and can sweep you 
out to sea. to err on the side of caution we took to a high rock and 
shot down. einar told me this was perfect for emphasising the long 
stretches of surf that we’d get from a long exposure. I really like the 
layered feel of the rocks and cliffs receding into the background, 
and the way the surf sucking back over the rocks leads the eye 

down and then along the beach.

hot shot
#3

“One of the troubles with photographing such an iconic 
area is its popularity,” says einar. “We struggled to get a 
frame clear of people, which was especially frustrating 
when their footprints spoiled the pristine snow, but with 
this shot we made it work. Lucy framed the shot so the 
snow drift acted as a leading line, drawing the viewer’s 
eye towards the person in the middle of the frozen river. 
His monochromatic clothing echoed the colours of the 
landscape, and I think it makes for an impactful shot.”

goINg wIth the flow

ut R ef e a



Lucy SayS… 
the basalt rocks at Gatklettur, including this dramatic natural 

archway, landed there after the last volcanic eruption in the area. 
I first shot this scene from straight on, but I wasn’t capturing the 
huge waves that were bursting through the arch. einar brought 

me to one side of the cliff, and showed me that from this spot the 
spray was now visible against the darker sea. to keep detail in the 

highlights of the waves I had to expose for the sky, as it was so 
bright compared to the rocks.

“the best time to capture a wave is when it’s drawing 
back out,” explains einar. “as the wave comes in it 

envelops any rocks, and sometimes completely washes 
over them, and taking a shot at this point makes it look 

overwhelmed with that white froth you get from the 
crest of the wave. By waiting until the water is starting to 
draw back out you have clearly defined movement in the 

water, and the rocks become visible.”

hot shot
#4

tIMINg A wAve

ut R ef e a



Lucy’S VErdict 
When we arrived back at Kirkjufell I saw a faint glow in the 

sky. einar said they were the Northern Lights, and told me to 
find a similar vantage point to our first shot of the day. I got 
low, ensured I had a reflection of the mountain, and framed 

the lights in the top third of the frame. It was very dark, 
so a long shutter speed was necessary. My first shot was 

blurry because my hands were shaking in the cold, so einar 
suggested setting an exposure delay of two seconds to give 
me time to take my hands off the camera. I was blown away 

by this shot – the lights are positively glowing! 

Einar’S VErdict
Lucy really improved during the busy day. after realising 
she needed to concentrate on framing and the basics of 

composition, she started to get her eye in. In her Shot of the 
Day the mountain is well balanced compositionally, creating 

great contrast between the black sand and the green 
Northern Lights. She’s framed the scene well by making 

sure the mirrored peak works as a leading line. 
this shot shows that she understood the importance of 

composition and simplicity – and she did so under pressure, 
since the lights only appeared for 15 minutes!

PHOTO OF THE DAY

ut R ef e a
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X P O S U R E
The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

Tea Seller
AlexAndre de SouSA 
Part street shot, part 

environmental portrait, 
alexandre’s image is packed 

with colour and character.
http://tiny.cc/t4ofcy



The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

Venice STudy
dimitri de tAvernier 
dimitri has produced a novel take on a classic Venice 
scene, using a long exposure to blur the movement 
of the bobbing boats and smooth out the water.
http://tiny.cc/r3ofcy

royal FluSh
dewAld vAn renSburg 

dewald’s image is cleverly conceived and atmospherically lit, and a precise stroke of light painting brings it to life.
http://tiny.cc/t8ofcy



The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

The liTTle boaThouSe on The moor...
PAul SimPSon 

Sunrise over loch bà, which lies to the east of Glen coe in the Scottish highlands, taken at the end of a night shoot.
http://tiny.cc/6kpfcy

Julia
Holger neuert 
holger’s portrait is 
perfectly focused to 
keep the all-important 
eyes and lips in focus, 
while the subject’s eye 
colours complement 
the defocused 
background tones.
http://tiny.cc/tdpfcy



The week’s mosT inspiring reader phoTos

EL R yG A L

clemaTiS iii 
SAmuel rolo 

Samuel’s flower study works so well 
because of the composition and the 

lovely depth of field, which keeps 
just enough of the subject in focus 
to draw the viewer into the image.

http://tiny.cc/g0pfcy

Fennel
tony SmitH 
Tony’s still life, beautifully lit 
against the black backdrop, is 
filled with rich detail, subtle 
tones and intricate textures.
http://tiny.cc/xppfcy
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TiTle
nAme 
xasoiykiahsv hsjkah 
kjsda hvkashvlk hsvlkh 
salkvh klsh vlkhasvlk 
hasvlkh lakdhvlkashv asv
xxxxxxxxxxxx

maJeSTic
PAul rolliSon  

Paul’s aptly named bald eagle portrait captures the stately character of this magnificent bird.
http://tiny.cc/y1pfcy

PhoToGraPhy Week WanTS your PhoToS! 
Taken a portrait you’re particularly proud of? Shot a sensational sunset you’d like to 
show off? Then join the Photography Week Facebook community and share your best 
photos today! you’ll get feedback from fellow readers and the Photography Week 
team, plus the chance to appear in Xposure, or even on our cover!

fAcebook
http://tiny.cc/bljpjx

flickr 
http://tiny.cc/8kgpjx



D
rones are enabling growing 
numbers of photographers to 
try aerial photography without 

leaving the ground – and without 
having to spend a small fortune to hire 
a plane or helicopter. They’ve enabled 
enthusiasts to capture unfamiliar views 
of familiar locations, and the images 
captured by Danilo Dungo are some 
of the best examples we’ve seen.

Every spring, Danilo visits Tokyo’s 
Inokashira Park to photograph its 
spectacular display of cherry blossoms, 
and his work took on a whole new 

Aerial images capture the ethereal beauty of a Tokyo park’s cherry blossoms

dimension when he decided to shoot 
the park from above using a DJI 
Phantom drone. The blossom-covered 
trees, in myriad shades of white and 
pink, look spectacular enough, but what 
makes many of the images even more 
special is the fragile carpet of blossoms 
covering the park’s lake. The fact that 
the blossoms bloom and fall within the 
space of around a week only adds to 
the ethereal quality of the images.

You can see more of Danilo’s photos 
at his National Geographic Your shot 
page (http://tiny.cc/bxqfcy).

I T ’ S  C O O L ,  T H AT
The besT Thing we’ve seen This week

i N S P Ti r A Oi N

drone photos reveal a 
magical carpet of colour

see more photos  
ht tp: // t iny.cc /7ue2by
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c r a s h  c o u r s e 
ESSENTIAL PHOTO SKILLS MADE EASY

s K I L   L   s

Siân Lewis shows you how to frame tight on faces for a different take on portraits

Want to add some oomph 
to your portraits? It’s time to 
break the rules, to crop in 
close and play around with 

framing. This technique doesn’t require 
any special skills or kit – just avoid 
plain head-and-shoulders shots, and 

experiment with space and cropping.
While you want to avoid conventional 

compositions, some norms of portrait 
photography are still helpful. If you’re 
indoors, natural light from a window 
is the most flattering illumination, and 
a shallow depth of field will keep the 

focus on your model’s features. If you’re 
picking one part of your subject’s face 
to shoot make sure it’s pin-sharp, and 
when you’re framing in on the eyes look 
for catchlights (a reflection of your light 
source on the surface of the eye) to 
make your close-ups sparkle.

60
Mins

up close and personal



1

STEP bY STEP LIgHTINg AND cOMPOSITION

s K I L   L   s

Increase  
the Iso

It’s easiest to shoot handheld, so that 
you’re able change your position and 

reframe quickly. To compensate for any 
shakiness, and keep things sharp, use 
a high Iso, such as 1600. It’s easiest to 
shoot in aperture priority mode, letting 
the camera select the shutter speed.

2

reflect 
 the lIght

If you’re shooting indoors, or on a cloudy 
day, a reflector will brighten things up 
by bouncing the light back onto your 

model’s face. a white one will get rid of 
shadows, while gold will warm up skin 

tones too; you can even make your own, 
using a large piece of white cardboard. 

3

get  
creatIve

Try framing a shot 
around your model’s 

eyes, or zooming in on 
their mouth; these are 

great ways to get in 
close but still convey 
emotion, as lips and 
eyes are the most 

expressive features. 
You can also play with 
what photographers 
call ‘negative space’. 

This is the empty area 
of a photo, and it can 

be used to add interest 
and draw attention to 

your subject.



Target and adjust specific tones in a shot using this precision Camera Raw tool
improve tones with curves

r aw  i n  p h o t o s h o p 
LEARN ESSENTIAL EDITING SKILLS FAST!

E d i t i n g

amera raw and other editing 
software represent a photo’s 
shadows, midtones and 

highlights using a range of tonal levels. 
the darkest blacks have a level of 0, 
while the brightest highlights have a 
level of 255, and all other tones have 
a value between these two extremes. 
when you import an unprocessed raw 
image into Camera raw you’ll see the 
tones that correspond to its input levels. 

these are the brightness values that are 
captured using the camera’s aperture 
and shutter speed settings.

our start image for this video lesson 
is underexposed – the shadow input 
levels are too low, and those areas lack 
detail. we need to remap these low 
(dark) input levels to higher (brighter) 
output levels. the histogram also shows 
us that the highlights peter out before 
they hit the far right of the graph – this 

indicates that the highlight input levels 
aren’t as strong as they could be, so we 
can remap these too.

the tone Curve panel in Camera raw 
enables you to target and adjust tones 
with more precision than the sliders on 
the Basic panel allow, by plotting points 
on the curve and dragging these up or 
down. we’ll show you how to improve 
the exposure and contrast of our 
problem image in a few simple steps.

C

how to...

before

WANT To LeArN hoW To use rAW iN phoToshop fAsTer? GeT The WhoLe course NoW!
if you don’t want to wait a whole year to learn how to use raw in photoshop, you can download our whole 
course from the photography week app for just $9.99/£7.99. we’ll be including one part of the course every 
week until the end of the year in the magazine, so the choice is yours: wait and take the course for free, 
or buy it now and learn faster, with all the videos in one place!
http://tiny.cc/1e4hox

wAtch the v iDeo 
ht tp : // t iny.cc / t1ovby



G R O U P  T E S T

It’s the ‘classic’ telephoto range. Matthew Richards tries out eight top-end optics

70-200mm lEnSES

1 Canon EF 70-200mm F/2.8L IS II USm £1,500/$1,950
2 Canon EF 70-200mm F/4L IS USm £800/$1,100

3 nIkon aF-S 70-200mm F/2.8G ED VR II £1,580/$1,897
4 nIkon aF-S 70-200mm F/4G ED VR £990/$1,397

5 SIGma 70-200mm F/2.8 EX DG oS HSm £730/$1,150
6 Sony 70-200mm F/2.8 G SSm II £2,200/$3,000

7 TamRon SP aF 70-200mm F/2.8 DI LD (IF) maCRo £475/$770
8 TamRon SP 70-200mm F/2.8 DI VC USD £930/$1,500

mount option: Pentax KCanon EF nikon FX Sigma SA Sony A



group test: 70-200mm lenses

Revamping Canon’s previous 70-200mm f/2.8, the mk 
II has a tougher magnesium alloy build, a new optical 
design and an improved four-stop image stabiliser. It’s 
weather-sealed, and boasts a top-grade fluorite glass 

element, along with five UD (Ultra-low Dispersion) 
elements. Canon’s off-white paint job minimises the 

build-up of heat when shooting under the sun.
Four in-barrel switches give access to dual-mode 

stabilisation (static and panning), AF/M focusing and an 
autofocus range limiter that locks out the short focusing 
range between 1.2m and 2.5m. Measuring 89 x 199mm 
and weighing 1.49kg, the Canon is an average size for a 
70-200mm f/2.8 lens, and has fully internal zoom and 

focusing mechanisms.

Performance
The ring-type autofocus system is ultra-fast, even over 

large focus distance changes. Sharpness could be better 
at 70mm throughout the aperture range, and when 

shooting wide-open at 200mm; otherwise, sharpness 
and contrast are very good. Chromatic aberrations and 

distortions are both well controlled.

Canon EF 70-200mm 
F/2.8L IS II USm

£1,500/$1,950
http://global.canon/en/index.html

What a difference an f-stop makes. Far more compact 
than the f/2.8 lenses in this test group, this f/4 model 

is only half the weight of Canon’s f/2.8L, at 760g. Even 
so, it’s very well built, with Canon’s typical L-series pro-

grade quality, including weather seals. 
Similar switch gear gives access to an autofocus range 

limiter and four-stop stabilisation, with static and panning 
modes. There’s still a fluorite glass element, but only two 

rather than five UD elements.
The weight reduction makes this lens much more 
comfortable to use for long periods of hand-held 

shooting; a tripod collar is only available as an optional 
extra, at a rather expensive £125/$145.

Performance
Not quite as blindingly quick as the autofocus system in 
Canon’s f/2.8 lens, AF is still very brisk. It’s swings and 
roundabouts for sharpness, though: this lens is slightly 

sharper than the Canon f/2.8 at 70mm and equally sharp 
at 200mm, but slightly less sharp at mid-zoom settings. 
Levels of distortion are similarly low, but there’s just a 

touch more colour fringing visible at 200mm.

Canon EF

Canon EF 70-200mm 
F/4L IS USm
£800/$1,100

http://global.canon/en/index.html

Canon EF



group test: 70-200mm lenses

Nikon’s second incarnation of its top-flight 70-200mm 
f/2.8 VR lens goes all-out for glory. Not just a minor 
tweak of the previous design, it features completely 
new optics in which no fewer than seven of the 21 

elements are ED (Extra-low Dispersion) glass, aiming to 
boost sharpness and contrast while reducing chromatic 
aberrations. The magnesium alloy construction is every 
bit as tough and rugged as you’d expect, and includes 

a full set of weather seals. 
A three-mode autofocus system gives auto or manual 

priority to autofocus, in addition to a fully manual mode. 
The VR (Vibration Reduction) system features automatic 
panning detection as well as having switchable normal 
and ‘active’ modes, the latter damping vibrations when 

shooting from an unsteady platform.

Performance
The autofocus range limiter switch is largely superfluous, 

as focusing is so fast that it practically snaps into 
position. Ghosting and flare are effectively minimised 

by Nikon’s Nano crystal coatings, and the overall image 
quality is pretty much flawless in all respects.

Competing directly with Canon’s 70-200mm f/4 
stabilised zoom, this Nikon offers a bit of light relief for 

prolonged hand-held shooting after the Nikon f/2.8 
optic. It’s heavier than its Canon f/4 counterpart, at 850g 

compared with 760g. It also lacks full weather seals, 
offering just a sealed mounting plate.

Similarities include the usual ring-type ultrasonic 
autofocus with full-time manual override, and an 

autofocus limiter switch for chopping out the short 
focusing range. As in Nikon’s f/2.8 lens, panning 

detection for stabilisation is automatic rather than 
manually switched, and there’s an additional ‘active’ VR 
mode. The optical line-up incudes three ED (Extra-low 

Dispersion) elements and one HRI (High Refractive Index) 
element, plus Nano crystal coatings.

Performance
Image quality is superb, with great sharpness and 
contrast similar to the Nikon f/2.8 lens, although 

sharpness isn’t quite as strong at 200mm. Autofocusing 
is extremely rapid, and stabilisation easily lives up to 

its four-stop rating.

nIkon aF-S 70-200mm 
F/4G ED VR
£990/$1,397

www.nikon.com

nIkon aF-S 70-200mm 
F/2.8G ED VR II

£1,580/$1,897
www.nikon.com

nikon FX nikon FX



group test: 70-200mm lenses

This Sigma lens comes with optical stabilisation and 
all the usual extras, even adding a hood adaptor for 
APS-C format cameras. Remarkably, it does all this 

for about half the price of the own-brand Canon and 
Nikon equivalent lenses, and about a third of the price 
of the Sony. High-performance glass includes two FLD 
(Fluorite-grade Low Dispersion) and three SLD (Special 

Low Dispersion) elements, along with Sigma’s Super 
Multi-Layer Coating to reduce ghosting and flare. The 

optical stabiliser has switchable static and panning 
modes. Minus points are that there’s no autofocus 

range limiter switch, nor any weather-seals; the build 
quality feels upper-level ‘consumer’ grade rather than 

full-strength professional.

Performance
Autofocus speed is slightly shy of the Canon and Nikon 

f/2.8 lenses, while sharpness throughout the zoom 
and aperture ranges isn’t quite as good as from the 

Canon lens, and lags further behind the Nikon. Even so, 
image quality and overall performance are very good, 

especially considering the price.

Hailing from Sony’s G-line stable, this lens is 
compatible with both full-frame and APS-C format 

A-mount cameras, as well as with E-mount cameras 
via an optional adaptor. Features include SSM 

(SuperSonic Motor) autofocus; Sony’s Nano AR coatings 
to reduce ghosting and flare; and a sprinkling of control 

buttons and switches.
Advanced controls include three focus-hold 

buttons around the forward end of the lens for freezing 
the action of autofocus, plus a DMF (Direct Manual 

Focus) switch at the rear. This has standard and full-
time settings, the latter enabling full-time manual 
focus override in continuous as well as single AF 

mode. The optical line-up includes four ED (Extra-low 
Dispersion) elements.

Performance
There’s no optical stabilisation: the lens relies on the 
sensor-shift stabilisation of cameras with this feature. 

We tested it on an Alpha 99 body, and found that 
stabilisation only had an effectiveness of about 2.5 stops. 
Autofocusing is sluggish, especially under dull lighting, 

SIGma 70-200mm 
F/2.8 EX DG oS HSm

£730/$1,150
www.sigma-global.com

Sony 70-200mm 
F/2.8 G SSm II

£2,200/$3,000
www.sony.com/electronics/cameras

Canon EF nikon FX Sigma SA Sony A Sony A



group test: 70-200mm lenses

Like the older Tamron lens on test, this newer optic 
also has one XLD and one LD element in its optical 
path, but brings the overall design bang up to date. 

Improvements include much faster, quieter ring-type 
ultrasonic autofocus and Tamron’s own Vibration 

Compensation stabilisation system (Canon and Nikon 
mount versions only).

Build quality is of the same overall standard as the 
older Tamron lens, with a robust feel to the lens barrel, 
control rings and switches. The new lens adds weather 
seals, along with a more conventional AF/M focusing 

mode switch. As with the Sigma lens, though, there’s no 
autofocus limiter switch.

Performance
Levels of sharpness and contrast are as impressive as 
the results we saw in the older Tamron lens, although 

the new version isn’t quite as sharp at its widest aperture. 
In hand-held shooting, however, this is often offset by 
the addition of stabilisation. Autofocusing is similarly 

speedy as in the Sigma 70-200mm, and not quite as fast 
as in the Canon and Nikon f/2.8 lenses.

Dating back to 2008, this Tamron is one of the oldest 
lenses in the group and lacks optical stabilisation, 

ultrasonic autofocus and weather seals. Even so, build 
quality feels good, and it’s supplied with a hood, tripod 

collar and soft case. The Nikon-fit version includes a 
built-in autofocus motor, making autofocus possible on 

models like the D3300 and the D5500.
There’s no full-time manual focus override in AF 

mode in any mount option of the lens. Instead, there’s 
a push-pull clutch mechanism coupled to the manual 

focus ring, for swapping between modes. The only real 
downside to this is that it’s possible to change mode 

accidentally when panning.

Performance
Autofocusing is relatively slow, even compared with 

the Sony 70-200mm on an A99 body. However, 
the combination of XLD (Extra Low Dispersion) and 
LD (Low Dispersion) elements do well to maintain 
very good sharpness and contrast throughout the 

aperture range, at all zoom settings; f/2.8 at 200mm 
is the slightly weaker point.

TamRon SP aF 70-200mm 
F/2.8 DI LD (IF) maCRo

£475/$770
www.tamron.com

TamRon SP 70-200mm 
F/2.8 DI VC USD 

£930/$1,500
www.tamron.com

Pentax KCanon EF nikon FX Sony ACanon EF nikon FX



G R O U P  T E S T 
 70-200mm lenses

 

ikon tops the charts 
with its sharpness lab 
scores, which are 

excellent throughout the zoom 
range, even when shooting 
wide-open. Contrast and 
overall image quality are 
superb, backed up by fast 
autofocus and effective 
stabilisation. The Canon 
70-200mm f/2.8 comes a 
close second, although its 
sharpness scores are less 
impressive at both ends of the 
zoom range. If savings in size, 

weight and cost are more of a 
concern than grabbing that 
extra f-stop of aperture, the f/4 
lenses from both companies 
are attractive choices.

For bargain f/2.8 buys, the 
Tamron VC USD and Sigma OS 
lenses are both sophisticated, 
with effective stabilisation and 
good overall performance. 
The Tamron steals a lead with 
slightly better sharpness and a 
weather-sealed construction, 
although its Sony-mount 
version lacks stabilisation. For 

those on a shoestring budget, 
the older, non-stabilised 
Tamron lens offers very good 
value for money. The Sony 
lens has lacklustre sharpness 
and seems overpriced, despite 
its rich feature set. The Nikon 
f/4G is good overall, but has 
relatively poor corner-
sharpness. The Canon f/4L 
is good value and adds an 
effective optical stabiliser, 
even if its build quality isn’t as 
impressive as in the equivalent 
Tamron stabilised lens.

nIkon aF-S 70-200mm F/2.8G ED VR I I 

THE wInnER

n

How THE 
LEnSES 
ComPaRE

Canon EF 70-
200mm f/2.8L IS 

II USm

Canon EF 70-
200mm f/4L IS USm

nikon aF-S 70-
200mm f/2.8G ED 

VR II

nikon aF-S 70-
200mm f/4G ED VR

Sigma 70-200mm 
f/2.8 EX DG oS HSm

Sony 70-200mm 
f/2.8 G SSm II

Tamron SP aF 70-
200mm f/2.8 Di LD 

(IF) macro

Tamron SP 70-
200mm f/2.8 Di 

VC USD

Contact http://global.canon/en/index.html www.nikon.com www.sigma-
global.com

www.sony.co.uk www.tamron.com

Street price £1,500/$1,950 £800/$1,100 £1,580/$1,897 £990/$1,390 £730/$1,150 £2,200/$3,000 £475/$770 £930/$1,500

mount options

Elements/Groups 23/19 20/15 21/16 20/14 22/17 19/16 18/13 23/17

Diaphragm blades 8 blades 8 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades 9 blades

autofocus type Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

Electric motor Ultrasonic 
(ring-type)

manual aF override Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time Full-time no Full-time

min focus distance 1.2m 1.2m 1.4m 1.0m 1.4m 1.2m 0.95m 1.3m

Max magnification 
factor 0.21x 0.21x 0.12x 0.27x 0.13x 0.21x 0.32x 0.13x

minimum aperture f/32 f/32 f/22 f/32 f/22 f/32 f/32 f/32

optical stabiliser yes yes yes yes yes no no yes (except Sony)

Filter size 77mm 67mm 77mm 67mm 77mm 77mm 77mm 77mm

weather seals yes yes yes mounting plate 
only

no yes no yes

Included 
accessories

Hood, soft case, 
tripod collar

Hood, soft case Hood, soft case, 
tripod collar

Hood, soft case Hood, soft case, 
tripod collar

Hood, soft case, 
tripod collar

Hood, soft case, 
tripod collar

Hood, tripod collar

Dimensions  
(D x L) 89 x 199mm 76 x 172mm 87 x 201mm 78 x 179mm 86 x 198mm 87 x 197mm 90 x 194mm 86 x 197mm

weight 1,490g 760g 1,540g 850g 1,430g 1,340g 1,320g 1,470g

EF EF FXFX EF FX SA A A KEF FX AEF FX

EXCELLEnCE
awaRD
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your photography with 
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PhotoPlus
PhotoPlus is a monthly 
magazine for Canon 
photographers that 
features expert advice, 
tips and video tutorials 
on all things Canon.

PraCtiCal 
PhotoshoP
Improve your Photoshop 
skills with the monthly 
guide to creating 
stunning images.  
Each issue comes with 
expert video lessons.  

teaCh yourself 
PhotoshoP 
Transform your 
images with the 

expert tips and advice in 50 
Photoshop video tutorials. 
Discover the power of layers, 
blending modes, raw file 
editing and more with this 
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teaCh yourself 
lightroom  
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creative power 

of the Lightroom digital 
darkroom with this 50-part 
video course. Enhance 
landscapes, master black 
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teaCh yourself 
raW in 
PhotoshoP 
Learn how to 
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level raw file editor to make 
amazing prints from your 
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in Camera Raw explained in 
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Creative  
slr skills 
Learn a 
range of 

new photography skills 
with this 30-part video 
training course designed 
to stimulate your 
creativity and boost your 
photographic confidence.
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n-Photo
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and Photoshop video 
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